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SAVING LIVES SINCE 1996












	Online Store
	Retail Sales & Services
	Indoor Range
	Training
	NPRC
	CMI Products & Services
	FFL Transfers
	Laser Engraving
	Custom Apparel












												







RETAIL SALES & SERVICES 
 FIREARMS | ACCESSORIES | TRANSFERS | USED GUN PURCHASING | CONSIGNMENT | GIFT CARDS
INDOOR RANGE 
 OPEN TO PUBLIC | SHOTGUN & RIFLE WELCOME | RANGE MEMBERSHIPS | DISCOUNTS & SPECIAL EVENTS
TRAINING SERVICES 
 CITIZEN | LAW ENFORCEMENT | MIL | NATIONAL PATROL RIFLE® CHAMPIONSHIPS | ARMED SECURITY
CMI MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS & SERVICES 
 INSIGNIA | PATROL RIFLE® INTEGRATED MAGAZINE POUCH | LASER ENGRAVING | TRAINING AIDS | RIFLE RESTS
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Patrol Rifle® Integrated Magazine Pouch
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Why Center Mass

In the shooting sports the term â€œcenter massâ€� refers to the largest area of a given target. In the arena of self-defense for citizens or tactical training and operations for law enforcement officers, the center of mass is where we aim to stop a violent offenderâ€™s life-threatening actions as quickly as possible. Our company was founded in 1996 with a single objective; to help our clients save lives.

Learn More

					                








































In the shooting sports the term "center mass" refers to the largest area of a given target. In the arena
of self-defense for citizens or tactical training and operations for law enforcement officers, the
center of mass is where we aim to stop a violent offenderâ€™s life-threatening actions as quickly as
possible. Our company was founded in 1996 with a single objective; to help our clients save lives.
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Contact Us

We pride ourselves in our Customer Service. Any questions or suggestions feel free to contact us.

	


(800) 794-1216


	



centermass@centermassinc.com
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